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Five Basketball Players:
UTEP.·Boycott Still On
By Harold Smith
Mike Patterson, one of the five
protesting basketball players on
. the UNM squad, said Tuesday afternoon he "kind of doubts" ~t~e
black members of the team wdl
play in Saturc:Jay's game against
Texas-El Paso.
Patterson met with Lobo
Coach Norm Ellenberger i~
Ellenberger's south-campus office prior to issuing the
statement. He said, "Coach
Ellenberger doesn't feel it would
be. advantageous. to even play in
the game because we have
already stated we won't be back
Norm Ellenberger
next year.''
Besides Patterson, the · other
After 10 p.m. and· on into
four athlet~s in the group are Tuesday Patterson said the
Ricky Williams, George Berry, decision to play next year,. with
Dale Slaughter and Larry Gray.
or without Ellenberger and
Ellenberger said Tuesday Whisenant, would be "an in"nothing has happened in this of- dividual thing.''
fice to shed any light on yesterPatterson was the only memday.." The fourth-year UNM her who met with Ellenberger on .
coach said, "We ·(Patterson and
Ellenberger) didn't discuss any
.spec•'f'1cs."
.
Citing racial prejudice, verbal
abuse, and a lack ~f respect on
By .ADD Marie . ,
.
the ·part of_ Ellenbergfr and
Gov. .terry- ~Apoo,aca· d.oubti!J
Assistant Coach John Whisenant UNM's budget increase would
as their reasons, the five (along have been affected by the
with Larry Forte) Monday mor- Pilobolus dance troupe perning d~cided to boycott the forming in the nude.
game. They also said they would
"I think," said the governor
not return for the 1976-77 ba.sket- during a LOBO. interview~Mon
ball campaign at UNM if Ellen- day afternoon, "that there would
berger or Whisenant remained, have
been
considerable
here.
dJscussion among the legislators
A third demand had been that about the performance. They
· Forte, who has quit the team would· have questioned the
earlier, would have to play in the university administration's
UTEPgame.
.. general philosophies.
By 10 p.m., however, the five
"But in the end, I think that
had eased up on their demands the appropriation would not have ·
saying they would play even if been damaged," he said.
Forte did not play. The only
The now--adjourned state
requirement, Patterson saitl, was legislature passed an ap- ·
that Ellenberger say he wanted propriation which increased
them to play.
UNM's instructional budget by

a one-to-one basis as of 5 p.m.
Tuesday.
After the meeting between the
two, Ellenberger said, "I'm ~ure
we can find some fine players
that wantto be Lobos."
UNM Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald said Tuesday "as far
as I'm concerned" Ellenberger
will be retained next year.
McDonatd said Ellenberger
"took extensive notes" when he
met with the players. "Once the
season is over I'd like to sit down
with him and help him evaluate
them," McDonald said.
"He (Ellenberger) is a conscientious person. If he's done
something'wrong he'll be the first one to make the adjustment,"
McDonald said.
Asked how he thought the
situation would affect the players
if a solution was reached, and the
players did return nt:,xt year, Me-

..

by Terry England

The Main Attrektion7

Porter Dillon dressed for a trip to Roddenberry's world o~
gossamer wings last night and ended up opening the second
show, floating to the stage from the ceiling amidst smoke and
~
glitter.

(ConUnuedonpage5)

~podaca DiscusseS UNM IssueS
20per cent.
.
UNM · PresiClent Witliam '.
Davist ~when interviewed by
LOBO reporter Marit Tully on
Feb. 2, said he didn't know if his
d'ecision to ban the performance
wo ;ld have been different if the
legislature was not in session,
and not appropriating monies for
UNM. He said he was very concerned
about
getting
a
significant increase in UNM's
budget.
Equus, a play which contains a
nude scene, is scheduled to be
performed at UNM next
semester. Does Apodaca feel that
the play should go on?
"Personally, if I went to a play,
and there was a nude scene, I
would not find it offensive or
suggestive/' the UNM alum said,

"But-for me to sit here as
governor an"d . comment on
whether or not the university
should ~llow the play is infringing on the role of governor
as it relates to the university. I
think that the governor's role is
to appoint regents and then let
the regents deal with policy."
If UNM required an ACT composite score of 20 for entering
freshmen, said Dean William
Huber recently, over 80 per cent
of black, Chicano, and Native
American students admitted in
1975 would not be eligible to at·
tend UNM. The score of 20 is a
rough average for the nation. Fif·
ty-three per cent of the
Caucasians admitted would not
have been eligible, and 67 per
cent of students who did not

Group Picks Top Seven
For KNME-TV Manager
By Twila Roller
Seven applicants who were recommended Friday for final consideration as general manager of KNME-TV have one qualification in
common-experience in public broadcasting. .
A search-and-screening committee indicated its top five choices in
submitting the seven names to Channel Five's governing board.
Committee Chairman Alex Mercure, UNM vice president for
regional and community affairs who is on the station's. governing
board, received an affirmative answer when he asked, "If we pick
.
from these seven, will everyone feel satisfied?" ·
The. top five were not ranked by the .committee after a comment
from Mary Beth Acuff, UNM's community representative, that ..I
can;t go any further without talking to these people.''
Three New Mexico residents and one woman are among the seven,
whose ages range from 35·48. All have strong bac~grounds fn public
television, primarily managerial. Dr. Mercure termed the hst of applicants as "very impressive.''
•
· During discussion at the Friday meeting, Ralph D1xon,
Albuquerque associate superintendent of schools, expressed regr.et
that the list was largely "white, Anglo-Saxon male." .
.
. Acuff agreed that it was unfortunate and said, "But we have to go
on qua.lificatiolis, not sex or name."
. !Continued on page a)

Photo by Steve Medina

Gov. Jerty Apodaca

ca.tegf)rize th.emselves in the
above groups would· not be 'admitted. The governor responded
to the statistics.
Apodaca believes that the poor ·
performance of minorities on
standardized tests, as compared
to Caucasian scores, are
produced more by socio-economic
factors
than
unsuccessful
primary
and
secondary
educations.
11
0ne could surmise that
primary and secondary schools
weren't performing. But any
time you talk about minority
problems you're talking about
socio-economic problems," he
said.
''I can use my children as an
example. They're a minority and
they've never been socially or
economically deprived. To try
and correlate any failures they
might have to them being members of a minority would be
misleading.
''Get a family that comes from
an
economically
deprived
minority and then you're talking
about something thaes substantive.
"When you deal with the
problem you can come up with
two conclusions. One, that the
minority is not competent, and
two, that the minorities haven't
had the same opportunities.
.. Being a minority member
myself, I choose the latter!'
The governor's stand on 18year-old drinking has not
changed since he was a state
legislator:
"Some people say that if you
lower the drinking age to 18,
liquor will be available to studen·
ts in high school. I think that the
conclusion is accurate. But to
ignore the fact that liquor is
available to the high school
student now is naive."
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By Jo Lopez
The College of Arts and Sciencos is urging students not to
prperastinate in taking the Corn··
munications Skills '!'est (CST),
The CS'f is given four times a
semester and at its last ad·
ministered date (February 23),
approximately 100 11tuden ts took
it although it was given in the 800
seat Anthropology Lecture F{all,
said Chris Garcia, Associate
Dean for Arts and Sciences.
Gar<:ia said he is afraid there
may be an "overflow at the last
minute" for taking the test. 'l'ho
next test dates are March 29 and
April26.
Passing the CST is a
requirement for transferring into
the College of Arts and Sciences
and a student can be
"disenrolled" if he does not take
the test, Garcia said.
By disenrolled, Garcia said he
means a student interested in entering the college may be forced
out of the University College
beacuse he has too many hours,
hut cannot enter Arts and Scion·
ces because he has not passed the
CS'l'.
Tho student would be "left
without a home" unless he en·
tered another college, but he
must also meet that college's
requirements, or go non-degree.
If the student does neither of
these, he is "in effect,
disenrolled," Garcia said.
A lot of students do not pass
the CST (40 to 45 percent pass it
the first time they take it, Garcia
said) and have to continue taking
it until they do pass it. Garcia

said if st11dents would take the
CST as soon as possibl~J, and
.failed it the first time, they
would still ·have ample time to
take it again before they were
forced out of University College,
They would have already be· n
exposed to it and could get advice
from tho English Department or
the College as to how they did
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and how they could impr(lve the
next time.
He said when too many students wait .to take the test, the
testing area has an overflow of
students and some have to sit on
tho floor or go someplace else to
complete the test. Then they
complain about "bad testing conditions."

Purple Protein: Solar Asset

SAN FRANCISCO~A purple substance found in a bacteria
that thrives in the saltiest· places of the ocean has the power of
converting sunlight into food and energy, just as chlorophyll
green does in plant life, a scientific team reported Tuesday.·
The discovery of the first rival to chlorophyll photosynthesis in
. nature may have important applications in medicine, agriculture,
the desalination of sea water and the generation of solar power.
When illuminated with sunlight, it was found that the purple
protein molecule "ejected protons to the surrounding liquid
medium.'' Experimenting with it in their laboratories the scientists used the pigment to puinp hydrogen ions across a membrane, thus converting "solar energy into electrical energy.''

U. Business School
Begins ·Fund Raising

By Sandi Bickel
Alumni of the Robert 0. Anderson School of Business and Administrative. Sciences (B&AS) at UNM are attempting to raise
$50;000 for scholarships imd improvements in the school.
If their goal is accomplished Ander'son (for whom the building is
named), chairman of the board of Atlantic-Richfield Company, will
match the alumni contributions on a two-one basis, thus providing an
additional $100,000 to the $50,000.
?'h~ fund-raising drive began last week with a mail and phone campaign to former B&AS students all over the U.S. and foreign coun·
tries.
Alumni. president and executive vice president of Citizens Bank,
Robert M. Goodman, said, "We believe that the Anderson school has
the potential to become the outstandin~;t business school in the Southwest.. But, that can't be accomplished without private support as well
as state appropriations."
The funds raised will not benefit just B&AS students, he said. In
the long run, New Mexico will also profit. "Scholarship assistance is
needed to help keep New Mexico's best young people in the state,''
Goodman said .•"Those who gain a degree i~ business here are likely to
stay in New Mexico if there is career opportunity for them."
Some of the privately contributed money will be used for improving
placement of business :.school graduates with New Mexico firms.
Financial plans for contmuing education programs in real estate, in·
surance and accounting, in addition to the presently operated banking
program, are also under consideration.
Goodman said the alumni hopes to meet the monetary goal by early
summer.

fluenced by Baea's ·financial interest and that Baca gave a full
disclosure to the Council of his interest in the pool. Baca did not
vote on the original resolution .
Councillor Alan Reed said he
wished to abstain from voting on
the resolution because he was not
a councillor when the resolution
was originally brought ·up, but
could not abstain because of a
change in council procedure.
Reed left the council chambers
when the vote was taken, with
Councillor Jim Dellaney, also a
freshman councillor.
The Council also approved a
bill to bring the Albuquerque
Police Department up to its
authori2;ed strength of 519.
The bill would give the department $93,200 for this fiscal year
to train a class of 35 police
cadets.
Councillor Tom Hoover asked
chief administrator Frank
Kleinhenz if there would be
enough money to pay for the officers after 'graduation.
Kleinhenz said next year's city
budget includes funds for the extra salaries and the increase in
police personnel had the highest

e

By United- Press International
'

By Mike Gallagher
The Albuquerque City Council
lM o n d a Y n i g h t p a s s ~ a
resolution reaffirming the co'un·
ciJ's desire to buy the Sun port
Swimming Pool, 2033 Columbia
SE in the University area,
District Three.
The resolution authorizes the
mayor to file the city's application to the Department of
Housing and Urban Development
(HUD),
The funds, if approved by
HUD, will come from the first
year entitlement of the Community Development Block
Grant.
In an earlier interview, Jack
Kolbert, city council president,
said the swimming pool is part of
the ilngoing proces.s to rejuvenate the older parts of the city.
The purchase of the swimming
pool, part of a resolution p~ssed
by the council last April, was
held up because of a question of
conflict of interest.
Former councillor Ray Baca
owns an interest in the pool. The
resolution said the councillors
who voted on the original purchase of the pool were not in-

... And the Race~ Goes On
President Ford, victorious in Vermont, grabbed a big lead over
Ronald Reagan in the Massachusetts Republican Presidential
Primary Tuesday. Sen. Henry M. Jackson took a slim early advantage over seven Democratic rivals in the delegate-rich bay
state.
Jimmy Carter won the Vermont Democratic Primary over two
major liberal opponents, and even though it was a "beauty contest" that yielded no delegates to the winner in either party, the
former Georgia governor predicted he would get the state's 12
convention votes.
·
Ford took an early Massachusetts lead and all three television
networks projected victory for him when only a few votes were
in. CBS also predicted Jackson would win the Democratic
Primary.
At 9:30 p.m. EST, with 304 of Massachusett's 2,187 precincts
reporting, Jackson had 20,969 or 24 per cent of the vote; Wallace
17,376, 20; Udall 14,127, 16: Carter 11,978, 14; Shriver 5,983, 7;
Harris 6,258, 7; Bayh 3,837, 4; and Shapp 2,168, or 3 per cent.
In the Republican race, with 309 precincts reporting, Ford had
9,546 votes, or 62 per cent; Reagan 5,200 or 34 per cent.
In Vermont, with 203 of the state's 267 precincts reporting-76
per cent-Carter had 9,343 votes or 45 per cent; Shriver 6,179,
30; Harris 3,208, 16; and Mrs. McCormack 1,960, or9 per cent.

J

priority.
Councillor Marion Cottrell,
who introduced the bill, said the
police department was short six
officers on ever.y shift, and the
lac~ of officers was causing complaints from citizens.
"There is no question that the
presence and visibility of officers
deters crime," Cottrell said.
"A city the size of
Albuquerque should have a
police force with 600 to 620 police
officers. Most cities our ~;ize do,"
he said.
In other action the Council:
-Passed a compromise bill on
the side year setba<:k provision of
the comprehensive zoning ordinance. which was worked out
between Councillor Cotrell and
city contractors.
-Approved the city's application for $9 million in second-
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11 Big il<rd
18 MJIC
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20. Breckenridge
21.Fiy
22. Sail
23. Angel Are

48. Plebe
49~ Person
50.TlC
51. Hoter
52.ffiM
53. Woman
54. libetoted lllole
55. libetoted Female
36. Ftlgld

24. S111rise Lady
25. Straight

M.Gitl

46TAISOK
47. Klutt

5'1. Boy

26. Sky Plot
'0. Cow Poke
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1>0. Remembel ffie&
1>1. lovet
1>2.• Flghtet
63. Potohold
64, Schizo
1>5. Hyper
bb. Gren~r

28. l<lck91
29. Ffeol<
30. Weirdo·
31S. Big Star
32. Big Daddy
33. Sll1 Moon
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Sit On It
Cool It
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72. Mickey Mouse
73. St1uurc

74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
i9.

Fink
}Joot Chomp

l'lnbnll Wburd
llolhnukcr Kid
llo1'llc Shot
Tequila Suurfsc
80. Finger Llckln' Good
81. Sexy Bitch
82 llch Braao;l
83. Sweet Vomg Thing

84. H:>t To Trot
85. Convl'1ce Me
86. Kiss A Beaver
87. Help Wanted
88. Ugh! My Fre
89. 8eCJII91 Patrol
90. Fax Hunter

91. Pimp
92,Ho .....

93, Yoao.hG
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95. mon
96••••••1
97. KGwiUAkl
91. Hcllley
99.(hlcG
100. Ch'I<ClOO
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107.
108.

Dude
lim
llcuuUfull
l'olock
l'olnck
Peon
Gringo
llouklc
Primo
., 109. J..n Ruzu
110. Dluck
111. Ktout

112. Heeb
113. Wop
114. ffilck
n:;. limle
116. Chief
117. Ace
118. Jlgoboo
11<1. Whkey
120. 6/oc~ Power
121. Btoln Powet
122. Child Powet
123. ffiothet Powet
124, iltown Powet
125, Indian Powet
126. Third Wotld
127. Red Neck
128 left
129. ~hi .
130. Wrong.
131. War
132. Peace
133. Expletive Deleted
· 134. I'10pe1atlve

135. Rod/o-Ub
136. mote snob
137. Oopnaust
138. Communist
139. llstor
140. Mr.
141. Mrs.
142, MS
143. Mornod
144. Slngte
145. Avaloble
116. Unovolobte
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-Authorized the sale of $19.::1
million in general obligation bon·
ds already approved by city
voters.
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THE STORE FOR DIAMONDS

-Approved applications for
grants from the federal Law Enforcement Assistance Administration for a roving
recreation project unit, to include six recreation officers to go
into areas without parks.

lobo
men's
21 20 Centr.al 5.1.
shop

1

I
I
I
I

-Lowered the age for bus fare
discounts from 65 to 62.

$14.50

classified advertisement in the New Mexico
beginning
, under the heading
lost & Found: 3. Services:· 4. For Rent; ~·
Travel 8. Miscellaneous.
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Also: A full line of Astrology Buckles In
Sterling. White Bronze or Yellow Bronze Inlaid
with Turquoise-Write for Brochure ..·

I

Como today lo Wodnesd•y Chapel with Jlolalld
McG-regor, '12:30·1 p.m. nllhc Alumni Ch~pcl, bel·
we"n Anthropf))Qgy And SchQl~~t Uall.

Tan, Gre.en
Navy, Blue
Sand, Black
Brown, Burgundy

Although ~cuff, co-p~b1isher of The Independent, a weekly
new~paper, sa1d she, was m favor of releasing names, it was decided
that 1t was the board s prerogative to rell)aSe the names.

--------------------------------------------------r------------------------------My Name and Address is:
Please send the Following BELLY LAUGHS
(circle choice of metal)
Silver, White Bronze. Yellow Bronze
2. -----------~--~---- Silver. White Bronze. Yellow Bronze
3. ------------~----Silver. White· Bronze. Yellow Bronze
J;nclosed Is my check or money order for $--------------~----

0

r-

Add $25.00 for Sterling Silver
Instead of Bronze.

IICCopyrlght

The UNM ~'olkoong Club mcot• 'fhurs. 7:30 to
10 p.m. in SUBRm. 200 II, All wclcomel

J(1hnson Gym~

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo

$9.50 ea. Post Paid
2 for $18.50
3 for $27.00
Please allow 2 weeks for delivery··

149. fCp

150.1Be151 GDI
152 foppo T<ego llru
153. "" IHG PI
15<1. I Pllehe> 1hl
.
155. SIIC•• P•l l¥•1•1•1C
158, F,\.R OllT
1117. ET.*• •ETC!.

~
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At mid-point in the deliberations, committee members were asked.
if they planned to release names of those recommended. The response
was negative.

~

Squore dandng with tho W•gon Wheels Cl11b
thlo •n~ ovory Thur•d•Y night, 7-9 p.m .. rm 176,

(ContinUed from page 1)

The final decision to submit all seven names was based on the sixth
and seventh choices being rated near the top by more than one member. The station governing board will determine which of the hopefuls
it will interv.iew. The board's meeting time had not been set Friday.

Your Choice:

117.NOW
1411. t.ICP

.....c::c·=c-'':O';o::;;.·,•.;;;.::;::?;:.c;~c==-d
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"That's a bit much," Dixon said of "the board's having to interview
seven people." After members ranked the names in order of preferen·
ce twice, Johnson, east area director of instruction, said, "Five have
clearly been selected by the majority."

2w" high by 3w" wide- antiqued white
or yellow bronze with brushed finish
on Border and Letters.

-Approved a resolution for an
audit of the city public works
contracts.

~

Corduroy
Big Bells

Committee members reviewed applications and reference letters of
15 semi-finalists, then listed their top six choices and read each list
aloud. From these came the top seven choices. Each of them was
named by at least four of the eight members present.

The Belt Buckle with a sense of .Humor
An INSANE variety of buckles to lend
a bit of LEVITY to your trip.
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Group Picks Top Seven

·-'~

Psychos, Cho.uvinists, Bar Tenders, Alcholics.
Tender Persons, Heads, Frat Rats, Phonies,
Luver!!t, Lcnaers, Feminists. and those with

, ~ LI(;) ~ € f&"lf.Efl .co"'
OQ
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~~coliim.en~/'said
r.....
·- T-- - . James Moore,
. APS director of media services;
. - ,_

Power Mongers, Politicians, Nosta,lgia Frcales,

_g=;~~-==·-""'"'-·----~ I'd'

~

year community development
funds which will affect the Broad·
way, Martinez town and down·
town areas.

.

Mail To
Ui\IM Bo?( 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuauercaue, New Mexico
.. 87131
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Monday morning six black players on the Lqbo Basketball team voiced
discontent with head Coach Norm Ellenberger's and assistant Coach John
~ Whisenant's coaching abilities and practices,
Z
On Monday morning, citing racism, playing time and a lack of respect
,; for players as their reasons, the group said they would boycott Saturday's
~ game and that they would not play at UNM next year if Ellenberger and
"" Whisenant were still around.
P-1
By Tuesday morning the group said they would play in Saturday's game
and one member of the group said that returning to UNM next year would
be left "an individual thing." Also on Tuesday, UNM athletic director
Lavon McDonald said Ellenberger will be around next year.
Between Monday and Tuesday morning, the group met with McDonald,
Ellenberger and twice with a local TV sportscaster.
We and many students on campus are now asking, "What Is happening
at the Athletic Department?"
On Monday morning the group was stringent in their demands but by
Tuesday morning the demando had watered down to an "individual
thing."
The two possible answers are that the group was either pacified in their
demands by agreement or threat, or there was no cause for action in the
first place.
I .
The only issue which is out in the open is that the group and Ellenberger
are involved in the age old game of fighting for the public's attention.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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While Ellenberger usually gets attention by talking away on··his two
weekly television shows, the players involved grabbed the limelight by im·
mediately singling out their favorite sportscaster and hitting the airways on
the six and 10 p.m. news shows.
During the squabble, Ellenberger maintained a "Golly I don't know what Editor:
place in the university, but let's put
Publishing should not only be
they're talking about" attitude and the players involved apparently
it in its proper place.
We would like to respond to evaluated and judged before tenure
watered down their demands.
Students for a Voice in
Sharon Allen's letter of March I. is granted, but also after tenure has
If the players are in the right then why have they suddenly backed down She is correct in stating that the been granted. Publishing has its ·
Tenure Decisions
from their original statements?lf the players are wrong then. why has Ellen· matter at hand is university-level
berger kept a low profile on the charges and not given a firm reply to the education. The primary responallegaUons?
sibility of the University is in "ofBetween Monday and Tuesday morning something transpired which fering the opportunity of a well·
.caused the players to back down. There has been no word from the coach rounded education." (University of
and this also warrants good
or the players since and we feel that if allegations are made on public air· New Mexico Bulletin) And ac- Editor:
UNM
President
William
Davis
teachers and not graduate assistan~
ways then the public, specifically the UNM community, has the ·right to " cording to the 'Faculty Handbook,
"UNM
is
commonly
criticized
said,
ts.
know if they are true.
the primary responsibility of the for large freshmen and sophomore
Marvin Keith Kitchens
Enough money is spent in the Athletic department and we urge the professor is to provide the
Athletic Council to make a complete investigation of the charges. The in· knowledge essential for that classes which are often taught by
vestigation should be done now before this situation can be allowed to education. But, neither of these graduate assistants." Albert Simms
recently said, "Too much emphasis
happen again.
Editor:
goals is served in demanding ar· is put on faculty research and little
bitrary ~evels of publishing output credit is given for good teaching."
In regard to the Rahman lecture
for tenure achievement.
li.e., incident) two points should be
Teaching and •scholarship,
brought out concerning the
GINNY. I CAN'T lEtt. YOU
The statements made by
IUHAT's
HOld MIKJI FUN I HAP AT
research and other creative work
political dialect and the behavior of
/JINNER tAsfNltiJITI JH/515
HISNAM~
are the criteria for tenure. Not President Davis and Mr. Simms ex·
some of the audience.
ONE 7ti?RIFIC MAN-MOM OUT
8/.0NO/B?
publishing research properly should press my feelings. As a second
The distortion of historical events
\
semester freshman taking twelve
OF NOIIJ!t:IQJ, A
be
the
focal
point
of
the
second
(as
if that were a relevant issue to
"d
Te~Wf/CMIW/
the current political situation) and
criterion, for research is important hours, I have three graduate
in keeping the professor abreast of assistants. When you consider the
the constant debasement of the
developments and discoveries in expense of a college education you
State of Israel by Mr. Rahman were
his field. Through research the expect to have the best teachers
used exclusively as substitutes for
professor is then able to pass on available and not graduate
any meaningful or informative
assistants.
theses developments to the student
ideological presentation. Subin the classroom. The act of
sequently, his only solution to the
publishing is secondary to this fact
I am by no means down-grading Israeli-Palestinian problem seemed
if the priority of the university ac- a GA for I feel sure in time the to be the eventual dissolvement of
tually is educating.
majority of them will be top-notch the State of Israel, as brought
In practice, publishing output has teachers. However, many students about
by
acts
of
been the rule to judge scholarship, work for several years and save terrorism -brilliant.
research, and other creative work money in order to avail themselves
Secondly, a participant in the
in tenure evaluations. It is our con- of a college education. Many discussions which followed asked a
cern that the great emphasis placed families are put in a financial bind in valid political question and then
on publishing for this purpose ex- order for their sons and daughters decided to walk out durin(J Mr.
cludes proper consideration of to have a college education. Many Rahman's answer. Admittedly this
teaching ability. For this reason, college students are forced to work was not very polite. But it was ab·
we, the Students for Voice in while attending school because of solutely disgusting · to see ap·
Tenure Decisions believe that the inadequate funds.
proximately 25 per cent of the
emphasis on publishing sl10uld be
assembly rush out after one man
reduced and teaching ability given
If these sacrifices are made by and beat the hell out of him.
its due consideration in tenure students and families it is my
This may have been a concrete
!!Valuations.
thought that the best teachers example of Mr. Rahman's
Publishing criteria should not be available should be teaching from philosophy, and if so, the result was
abolished. No one has asked that it the freshman level throughout a distrubing exposure of the faun·
be abolished but, publishing should college, After all, the freshman and dations of a political ideology based
not be the overbearing con· sophomore years are usually the on violence.
sideration in tenure evaluations. great adjustment periods in college
Rick Smith
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Donald said, "At some point then
you've got to wipe the slate
clean."
Defending
Ellenberger's
disl!iplinary coaching methods
the department heaq.. said.
"Sometimes yelling things is the
only way to get it done."·
Assistant Coach Jim Newman,
who coached George Berry and
Larry· Gray at Compton Junior
College, and recruited the pair to
New Mexico, said, ''I will not say
anything on the situation. If
there's anything to be said it'll be
the responsibility of the head
·coach."
Patterson said he is considering transfering to a school in
his hotne state of Colorado next
school year. But he said, ''I'm not
concerned about playing my last
year in basketball, My main con~ern is going somewhere and getting an education." He said he
would still like to play however.
About the Lobo basketball
p~ogram, Patterson said, "I still
think that there is a problem."
So, at the time of publication,
Ellen berger faces the task of
meeting WAC-foe UTEP wHh
only one starter, one part-time
starter, two occasional piayers
and two . hardly-ever played
players, all white.
Ellenberger would not ·say
publicly, whether or n~t he
thought the remaining Lobo
. basketball players could win
Saturday night.

TIRE WAREHOUSES
..
4815 Jefferson N.E. · _ . PH. 883-3708
UNM STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF
Factory Direct Tire Warehouse has made arrangements for you to purchase top quality tires, batteries and
shock absorbers directly from their warehouse at 4815 Jefferson N.E. In Albuquerque. Factory Direct Tire
Warehouse Is not open to the general public.
Factory Direct Tire .Invites you to make your own personal comparison to determine the benefits available to
you on price, quality, and mosfof all on their extended written mileage guarantees. Prices shown are riot limited time
prices. Prices shown represent a contlnu()us program.
All products offered are manufactured by soma of the nations most respected manufacturers under privet..
brand names. Additional Information can be obtained at the 'Warehouse.
Factory Direct Tire·provldes convenient one stop service Including free mounting at cash.and carry prlcae.¥¥
Additionally, electronic balancing, shock Installation, brake, suspension and wheel alignment services are available at
the Warehouse at highly competitive prices. ALL services are performed by experienced skilled mechanics. A
location map is provided for your convenience. Factory Direct Tire welcomes you to stop by to examine its facilities
Darrel A. Grar
and to get acquainted.
•¥-Passenger tubeless steel wheels only. Modest charges for other l)'pes of wheels,
Manager

LE GUARANTEE

EXTRA STRENGTH
FIBERGLASS BELTED 4+2

50,000 MILE GUARANTEE
IT&L IADIAL 711DIEI
Superb handling, great traction, long mileage and
fuel economy. Whitewalls. Lifetime road hazard,
workmanship ·and materials guarantee. 50,000mile tread wear guarantee.
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. . . Free
Mounflng
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30,00G-MILE GUARANTEE

The strongest ever! Manufactured by one of the
world'.s largest tire makers. Whitewall, 4 lull ply
polyester cord + 2 fiberglass cord belts. 6-ply
tread. Lifetime road hazard, workmanship and
materials !lllarantee. 40,000-mile tread wear
guarantee.
**free
MounHng

....
.. .....

TOP-I.IJIE OUAlln-MlliMUMIAFETY
PREMIUM* 78 SERIES POLYESTER

Full 4-ply whitewall. Manufactured by one of the
world's largest tire makers. Lifetime road hazard,
workmanship and materials guarantee. 30,00Dmlle tread wear guarantee.
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1'1111

¥¥Free
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Good Teachers Warranted

. PG!Icy f_cr ~!P.,~~rvlee-.l:'et~ice& ruo ,.th~. day
before and the _Clay of the event, 11pace available ••
Notices are not accepted by phone. Organiradons
may pick up forms to mail to the LODO. rm 138,
Marron llall. DeadUne for notices Js 4:30 _p.m. the
day before publiuticni. The LOBO resuves the
right to edit 11odces and delete tho!le con11idered
inappropriate for thlscotumn.

Rahman

4467.

j

Spurs, a national sophomore honorary is taking
appliC"atlons for membl"rshtp. If you nrc n trcsh·
person with a 3.0 or aboVI:!' 1 plcasl! pick up an ap.
plication in th~ Dear. of Students oUlce, Mesa
Vis !a lloll. Deadline is Mar<h 12••

Ewtorial

Board

Unsigned editolials re_prCSMt a
majority opil'liOI1 ~;t thE! Oa1ly lobo
Staff. All ilthet 'Columns, canoohS
and _,letters represent -the opinion
of the author and do not necesM"rily
reflect the views

or the staff.

Managing Editor
Michael O'Connor

Features Editor
Mike Gallagher

Photo Editor
Miguel Gandert

News Editor
John Rucker

Arts & Media
Terry England

Copy Editor
Susan Walton Joseph bonnelly

Sports Editor ..
Harold Smith
Business Manager
Harry Chapman

Raised white letters, 4 ply tread (2 ply polyester/2
fiberglass bells) 2 ply polyester sidewall. Wide tread,
lifetime road hazard, workmanship and materials
guarantee.
1111

E70-14
F70-14
670-14
H70-14
670-15
H70·15

Edmond Kaser, UNM dir. of research and
History," Wednesdoy. ~farch 3, 12:30·1::!0 p.m.,
ltist. D~pt. Lounge, Mesa Vista. Interested
students, taculty in'\cited, brown bag luncfles en·
('OUragt'd.

Anthro Club meds Wednesday, 7 p.m., Anthro
170 llt'tlurc ham. Dr. St<hwerin wilt tctlk on
problems or culture change_ and tropical adap·
tation among tfle Karinga or V'ent'ZtH~Ia.
Students sclrawar~ness group .c:onccrned about
alcohol abuse. Come to a mccllng :\-ta.r~h a. rm 231UNM Dcrrtuc:rats meet Wednesday, 7 p.m •• rm
23l·C.SUB. Everyone \\'e1eome.

Gay men's meeting every

.tm

Wednes.!~y.

No.107
Vol. SO
Box 20, University P.O., 1./.N'M
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone {505) 2774102, 277·4202
The New Mexico Dally Lobo is published
Monday thr-ough .Friday every regular week
of the University yt!ar find weekl,t during th~
suttiirtei"1 session by the Bdttrd of Student

:Publications of the University or New MeXicdt
ilhd fs not financially associated with UNM.
Second class pos_tage paid at A1bucjuerq-ue
New Mexico 87131, Subscription rate is

$10.00 rotthcatt!dcmic year.
The ofJiJJiort.s expressed on the edHorlal
pages of The Dally Vnho nrc thost! of the

1uthor so1ely. Unsigned opinioh is that of tht!
editorl•l board of 'th• Onily Lobo. Nothing
printed in The Daily Lobo netessarily
represents the views or the University or New
Me.i~:t£o,
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Extended Tire Life Limited Guarantee
were

8 p.m.,

DAILY LOBO
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FACTORY DIIIECT TIRE WAREHOUSE
to tlr•s ttiafWere not transrered from automobile on which

1055 Ml'sa Vista Halt.

New Mexico

......... ...

MadC! by one of the World"R l~argellt Battery Manufacturers
HEAVY OUTY !No Trade Jtequircdf
42l'tlonth Servi(e Guarantee
Sizes fit moJt 12·\'oltAm~rlcan & Jo•orelgn CarB.

COMPACT
40,000-MILE GUARANTEE
PREMIUM FABRIC RADIALS
Tubeless blackwalls manufactured by a respected
lire co. life time road hazard, workmanship and
materials. 40,000 mile tread wear guarantee.

.,....

¥¥Free
Mounting
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.....
Prlco

""'
Prlco

!Jclot

155R-12
145R·13
165R-13
17511-13
16511-14
17511-14
155R-15
165R-15

39.45
39.45
44.50
45.55
46.55
50.15
43.00
48.90

24.74
24.97
26.44
28.98
27.96
30.84
27.96
29.50
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CALL US FOR PR.ICES ON TIRES NOT LISTED

AtBp.m.

I

Editor-in·Chief
Orlando R. Medina

40,000-MILE GUARANTEE

fellowship, spt:!aks on "Research and fellowships in

1

attartas

BELTED 70 SERIES

Business ml'cting, UNM srmrs, Wednesday,
March 3,7:30 11.m., rm 250·0, SllB,
Grad stlldents interested in ·a. leachtng 1•osltion
in an institution or higher education in the state of
Oklahoma contact: Re$eurch Notes offi!;:t:'!, 277•

.

Factory Direct Tire guatanteea the original purch..., the
full mifeage fer which the orlarnal tire was guaranteed, or
be given a cr«trt on a new ilre baMd on tl'tt orJglnal
purchiM pric1 pror1ted on the bUll of mileage u-,
not Including Federel E>ciM Tl>i, 11111 and focel tu11.
EXAMPLE: II I S35 llrl wUh" 1 50,000 inlle guarontM
_ , . emooth 1125,000 mllet, tho purcil- wtlf · a S I 7.50 cred" IO'Nird the purchue of 1 ,... lire. Thl1
portl011 Of the OUIIantMII predlclled upon PfOI*' alignment and norri1iil driving condition• at normal
I

peed I.

IIOAD HAZARD QUAIIANTII (NO Tllll LIMIT) Flciory Direct Tire guor1nt- the orlglnel porchthat tf a road huard occuri durlng the life of the original
tread. such ~r10n wtll receive crecsn on 1 ne-;; tire ba.Md
on the Pttrcilntage of' Original porc:hue coat equal to the
perceniage of treod wo1r- not Including Fedor1l E.ociM
Tax, state _or locaf _1axea. (00111 hot appty to· truckj
ct'lmmerclat~ or off .. the·rblld Uretl.)
WOIIKMANIHII'IIIATIIIIAL QUAIIANTII (NO Till.
'--'1 - Factory Direct Tiro gu1r1nt- tho original
purchaser thl't Jf 1 tire purchaMd from them Iaiit due to
dofecll In workmlnsnlp onlf or m1ter1111 .. 11
time
tho lint 25% ol trlld
It wtll

the
of • new tfre baNd
upon the remaining tread depth prorated agalntl the
original purChase p)'Jee not•lncludlng Federal Exc:lae Tax,
stile or local 1b. . ,
OUAIIANTIIIIIFOIIIIATIOII - Tho '11>o._. portlona of
thl!l guarantee .ere completely separete and part ot one Ia
nol lnttrchang. . bfo with lnothor. ThOM guarani-

ikll-

lrATOEITOf I)UAIIIY
II ... - , . . . - . , . . . . . . , .• • llnlliot
""IIIJ MIJ, I~ 11 - · - · . . .lumn,__..ll
line ......... w _,.
ltiiiii.JAUrllfiiiiiF.....,_Tinw•
1111 loll kiln ..
- · · I I IIII~Mod!J
&~II!KieM - 1111 - rttW ....., - · Ill U.S. Gnt. ,.....
Cl4lot S.,.. . . Tin lliWI - - IIMir II ,_ FlldllrJ Dine! Tin
w to .. 1111 ..tw'o ~,.. .... • 1111 11r1.

All

-.1,..,.....

w-.
*P....IM• Ia 11r ••lpaUon. llo
atannm 1xllt far

_,on

il~l&lry·widt

prtmfu•

COYer fir•• uMd In normaf PMMnGef·car MrVIce bY' the
orlglnaf purchaMr only and doet not cover; mlt·allgned

vehiCles or those wUh faulty or worrt auapenelon syatemt,
upon while nat, onder· over·lnflat.al, out~or-
balance or o....-er .. loaded tlrM, repairable punctutH,
willful abuse, mounting damage, if mounted by other
thin Factory Dfrec1: Tire, lou or damage cauMd by
contact with part . or vehicle upon which they - •
mounted, fire. theft. colflston, damlge from Ure chalna,

tires driven

70, 60, 50 Series tires used lri any form 01 rac1ng. 'flrea
required at a future d•t• tOr replaceni'ent of an
adjustment tlrej Or addltfon•l tire puchaae, miy be
limited as 10 manufacturer; and models -ctrrled In stock
by Factory Oitect Tire at th8 time. Thit guarantee dO..
not cover consequential dairla{le& or InJury rnultJng:
thoralrom. ond tholllbilltyol Factory Direct Tlrolallmlted
to replacing lhe tire In aecot"denee with the tetm• II
CQntairhtd In this guarantee.
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TDK SUPER AVILYN
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Sale Ends

Garrard Zero 2000 B

.. ·-:

~.- ..

Garrard 990B

\i$31

•

Sale

$139.

INDEPENDENT LAB TEST RESULTS
TOK

(. R1tlo
S~;•f·ID·N•i!o
1

SA
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1
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1"
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Seven tapes were tested (TDJ< SA, 'll)K Kit, Scotch
Chron1e, DASF Chromdioxld, Advent Chrome, Scotch
Classic, anti Maxell UD) nnd ranked 1st to 7th. 11u!
chart shows the resulfs £or Grepresentative tapes tested.
The following tape decks were selected for usc in the
tests;Nnkrunichi 500&1000, Advent 20l,nnd TEAC 450,

PL-150-11
Stereo Turntable

SA-7100 Integrated Stereo Amplifier

March 14th

OUTSOUNDS CHROME
AND THE #1 FERRICHROME. TDK's SA advances
today's standard of excellence
p
· A
0
c
in cassette high fidelity. Until it
was developed, chrome and
4'" 1" 6" 7'" · ferrichrome had the soundthey outperformed ferric oxide
2"' Jrd 7'" 6'" ~ tapes
in ex: tended highfrequency response with lower
I"
1" t•• 1'' '' noise. Now, SA outsounds
~·. chrome, the #1 ferrichrome,
5'" 2'~
and the leading ferric oxide
tapes. SA is compatible witli
1" !: standard CrO:! bias/eq.
:· settings, but you don't have to
6'" 5'"
worry about headwear. Its
i unique particle soaks up more
5'" 2•d 2•d ( sound and plays it back with
less distortion and noise.
hi~h ~igh high low ,
Check those test results.
. There's really just no contest.
Super Avilyn delivered the
clearest, cleanest sound. More
lifelike sound-and for you,
that's the ultimate test. Fact is,
Super Avilyn is now the state
of the art.
TDK Electronics Corp.,
755 Eastgate Boulevard,
Garden City, New York 11530.
Also available in Canada.

®PIONEER$
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Sale

Sale$1·19. 97

With Base and Dust Cover

t

Garrard Zero 2000B-

With Base and Dust Cover

$~55 .85

• Belt Drive Multiple Play Turniable
• Exclusive Zero Tracking Error Tonearm
• Sib., Dynamically Balanced Die Cast PJauer
• Variable Speed Control +J%. (Illuminated
Stroboscope)

6TDI<0
·Wait till you hear
what you've been missing.

®PIONEERV
QX-646 4-Channel
[__

lfj

-~
®·~
. . ... . . --

. - I . I,J

..

'
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l:ll•

• Synchro-Lab Motor for Quick Starts and Steady
Speed
·• Iso!ated Counterbalance With Stylus Force
Adjustment
• Gentle 2 pt. Support System for Record
·
·
Protection

Sale

lt,•

~

------

$195.85

• Belt Drive Multiple Play Turntable
• 5 lb .. Dynamically Balanced Die Cast Platter
• Variable Speed Control +J%
• New Low Mass Low Friction Curved Tubular
Tonearm

• Precision Magnetic Anti-skating Control for
Elliptical and CD 4
• Synchro Lab Motor for Quick Starts and
Steady Speed
. •15°Vertical Tracking Adjustment for Correct
Stylus Position
·
• Built-In Stylus Timer and Record Counter
• Cue and Pause Lever Damped in Both
Directions

$249.95

Sugg List

--

Garrard 990B-

97

$249.

Sale

$99.97

with AT II cart
Sugg List
c-•-

~··

.....•.

97

$129. 95

A turntable that's reasonably priced
doesn't necessarily mean a compromise in quality. The PL-150·11 has a
multitude or quality features whlch in·
elude; 4·pole, belt·drlven synchronous
motor: automaflc tonearm return and
shutoff: anti·skate control: oil-damped
cueing control; low wow, flutter and
rumble; a hinged dust cover: wooden
base; 33V3 - 45 rpm speeds and many
more features, that you'd expect on
turntables selling lor much more, A
superior buy,

®PIONEER"

Sugg List

$499.95

PL-120-11 Stereo Turntable

• Anti-skating Adjustment for Elliptical and CD 4
• Cue and Pause Lever Damped in Both
Directions

'.

The Novus

Get 2 FREE cassettes
When You Buy 8
SA-C90 - $3.97 ea

460

•

Our Price

CT-Fele1

•Wooden case
IS OplooMI

STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM

or $31.76 for 10
SA-C60 - $2.57 ea

Uttrorneor

Professionals!

List.... $29.95

Sugg
List'

Sale

$199.95

ea

Sale

$159.97

with AT II cart
SuggList

SuggList

or $20.56 for 10

.............~~~~~~J§rm•nn..b·~·~~..·.........................

t.hr·~·~~·,._•fo•H·~~·~·st•o•9•P•M. . . .. .

M•o•n•.

4920 MENAUL BOULEVAADe ALBUOUEROUI:, N. MEX. 87110

$79.97

Sal lOAM to6P.M

Sun Noonto6Pt-...1

j,

$199. 95

System; Compact cassette stereo/mono
rec:ording & Playba~k Motor; E lcctron'cally-- controlled DC motor Wow & Flutter: 0 12% {WRMS1 S/N Ratio: 58d8
<Dolby on) Frequency Response: 30-16.000Hz (chrome tape) Feature: Tape
selector With Independently sw1tchable
bms ancl equalizer Dimensions: 13%"(W)
> 5".."(HI • 11 •,;"(1)) Weight: 141b. 9oz

The PL-120-11 is a beautifully constructed
precision turntabfe that out-performs any
other in its class. Includes a fine 4-pole,
belt-driven synchronous motor that reduces wow, flutter and rumble, and a
static balanced S-shaped tonearm with
plug-in type lightweight head shell. Anliskating and cueing control. Hinged dust
cover; wooden base; 33% - 45 rpl'[l
speeds.
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Roddenbeuy Beams In; Ttekkies Space Out
.

lly Terry Enghmd

This is Star Trek'? '£his is the
message its creator, Gene Rod]
"Welcome to the spaced-out denberry,
brought
to
o world of the Speaker's Com· · Albuquerque'!
~ .mittee." Thus spake the Space
Something about science fie··
:-;:::: Angel, hanging in midair above tion brings the weird out in a lot
the Popejoy Hall stage as smoke of people. I would have thought
drifted
up from the floor and glit· Roddenberry was above all that
8
..... ter drifted down from the ceiling, (being the leader of a cult that he
~
A minute later Captain Kirk is), but he was enjoying it as
;:g was seen exploring new worlds much as the participants.
~ as he enters Yeoman Janice
The program started out with

A

zoc)l~R~a;nd;';s;c;ab~i~n~-~;;~;;;;;;~~t~h~e~fa;m;o;u;s;;";B~Io~o~p~e~r~R;e;el;,';';a;
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A Uni-sex Salon
To celebrate this bicentennial
year our hairdesigners will be
attending The International Hair
Show in New York. This is the first
time in eighty years that the world
olympics of hairdressing will be
held in the U.S ..
The hairdressers at The Cut Above
attend these shows to bring you, our
customers, the latest in cutting
techniques and trends.
THE HAIRDRESSERS AT THE CUT ABOVE
Ray Jaramillo
Debbie Pope

...

collection of outtakes that have a
few mistakes and. clowning
around the cast and crew did
during the filming. There is more
sex in that reel of film than there
was in the entire three years of
programs. The film was funny,
the most p()pular part of the
evening.
Roddenberry himself wasn't
that good of a speaker. Besides,
what could he say about Star
Trek that hasn't been said by him
already, or the several authors of
books about the program? So
Roddenberry used the P,remise of
the show-life in the future-to
talk about the future of television
and life in general.
Some people say Roddenberry
used the evening to get in his
shots at the. networks. That, he
did. But he also explained why
the networks work the way they
do, and. why quality is such an
ignored item.
"Commercial TV does not exist
to entertain or inform, but to sell
you products. Television can be
an opiate or become a truly exciting thing."

The guiding fotce behind the television show with the great~st
following: Gene Roddenberry talks of space & o~her things.
·
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Full-Color reproductions of Masterpieces.
... featuring the works of Chag(lll, D11li, Matisse, Gauguin,
Van Gogh, Breughel, Cezanne, Frankenthaler, Homer, Klee,
Mira, Monet, Magntte, Picasso, Rembrandt,
Renoir, Toulouse-Liutrec, Wyeth, and others.
over 1200 different prints and
MASTER DRAWINGS

BRAIN

Boredwnlk

•.

Exhibition and Sale
of Fine Art Prints

. and

.

Montgomery and San Mateo NE 883 • 1587

Television without advertising
or networks is the television Roddenberry would like to see. He
wants the audience to be able to
purchase shows like they purchase books.
The costume contest of 'the
second show was a bust. There
weren't that mimy participants,
and the winner was the same guy
who won the prize at the La Belle
concert, with the same costume.
He has a good racket going; so
far he'.s won $175 with the
costume. You can thank the
judges for that fiasco.
Roddenberry is an easy man to
talk to. He's open, friendly, and
doesn't talk down to you. While
the films were being shown, l)_e
sat in the Green Room with a
bunch of students and talked
about whatever the subject was
at that particular moment.
Mostly the subject was Star
Trek, naturally.
In an interview that same
night, a parallel was drawn between Star Trek ·and another·
show he worked on, Have Gun,
Will Travel. "Yes, there was
quite a bit of similarity between
the two. Paladin could do in the
b
.
ad. guys wrtb his gun, and Captain Kirk uses his ship.
"For a while in the mid-50s, I
was doing a )()t of western _
writing. I was afraid of being
pigeon-holed as a western
writer." Star· Trek was his first
venture into science fiction,
although a show he wrote for the
Ch_rysler Theater was in that
genre.

J

~t.\Nntolu.

1969
Prices
All Day
and
All Night

••••••••
Today at
Okie's!

<Continued from page 8)

Asked if the political climate of
the late 60s contributed to the
demise of the show, Roddenberry
said he didn't think so. "We did
sneak in a lot of political comment in. The Prime Directive
was in response to Vietnam.""
The Prime Directive was a
Federation law that prohibited·
starship crews from interfering
with ·governments of other
planets.
Both shows were sold out long
before Roddenberry set foot in
our fair city. This means 2100 (or
1500, 2700 or 1700 depending on
your Popejoy Hall authority)
people wanted to see the man at
one time. Or 4200 total.
When I was walking through
the foyer just before the 10:30
show, I realized this was a
Cultural Event, even more
cultural than Hamid or a symphony concert: A cultural event
depends on the society; Hamlet
was an event for the 17th century
society; now that television is the
main entertainment medium, the
crowds at Roddenberry were the
cultural elite.
Whether this is good or bad, I
don't know. The visual mediumis
replacing the printed word, but
whether it is the beginning or the
end of literate society I am not
saying.
I'll just go watch Star Trek for
the fourth time.
·
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NCAA to Issue Charges
By Harold Smith
Assistant Athletic Director
Ike Singer said Tuesday at the
111onthly
Athletic
Council
meeting he had been informed by
a NCAA investigator that there
will be forthcoming allegations
against UNM.
Singer said he got the notice
from the NCM\'s Doug Dunlop.
He said Dunlop said the
allegations would be sent to
UNM President William Davis in
the "near future."
After the notification of the
specific wrongdoings Singer said
UNM has two months to answer.
He said the athletic department
will follow NCAA rec.ommendations t.o not release the
allegations until after the twomonth period in which UNM can
investigate itself.
Singer said, "The NCAA does

. not go like the law. The NCAA
goes, 'You're guilty until you're
proven innocent.'"
In other business Athletic
Council Chairman AI Parker said
the coaches' evaluation will be
given out during practice to the
Lobo basketball players. Parker
said the move has been the council'!; custom in the last week of a
sport's season.

time.'' He said Ellenberger
signed the vouchers for his staff
when he returned from the trip.
Combined with the. time
discrcpa'ncy and the food eaten,
lobstm•, Parker said, "It probably
was not good judgment."
UNM Athletic Director Lavon
McDonald said, "It won't happen
again."
First on the council's agenda
was
a report by Women's
Daily _Loho ·
Athletic Director Linda Estes .entitled "Priorities in the Athletic
Department." The report gave
_________ __ ...' examples of differences between
The council also announced its team expenditures. In basketball
findings on the luncheon the men received $157,400 with
vouchers Ellenberger allegedly $35,000 in recruiting expenses
signed over a three-day period in while the women got a total of
Albuquerque while he was sup- $6500.
posed to have been in California.
The men's gymnastics team
Parker said, "Coach Ellenberger got $14,200 compared to the
was not in both places at one women who got · $4500.

Sports

We're Having
A Sale!

Swimmer Dave
- Feld
Vying for WAC Title
By Randy Builder
Beginning March 4 in Salt
Lake City, Utah (first day of
WAC Swimming Championships), UNM swimmer David
Feld will be vying for the title
in three events.
Feld, a 21·ycar-old swimmer on
UNM's swim team since bis
freshman year in 1973, will be
competing in the 200-yard individual medley, the 100-yard
breastroke, and the 200-yard
breastroke.
In 1964 when his father' (now
retired from the service) was
stationed in Japan, was when
Feld said he started swimming.
Actually he learned to swim long
before then. "I had. swi~ming
lessons when I was quite young,"
he said. "I was three years old
as they tell me. But I don't
remember."
He was not swimming competitively when he was in Japan,
but three years later in the fall of
'67 he became a member of the
Heights YMCA swimming team.
Two years later at the age of 14
he was the number-one breaststroker in the United States.
Feld stayed with the Heights
swim team for a total of seven
years although he was also on
Del Norte's swim team in his last
three years of high school.
In 1972 he went to Chicago for
the Qlymic pre-trials. "I was just
17," he said. "I didn't havc·much
chance making the team but it
was exciting."
Feld said that the pre·triaiL

Business
Fine Furniture
Collectibles

By Russ Parsons
The UNM gymnastics team
lost it.s first home meet of the
season Monday night and, oddly
' enough, fans )eft muttering that
they were hometowned.
Whether the judging was the
decisive factor or nQt, .LSU
defeated the Lobos 212.90-211.65

are harder than the Qlympics
because ''there arc so many
people that are good." He said,
"You have to have a high degree
of excellence to win. You have to
be unreal."
Feld said, "It was pretty
awesome watching it. (the '72
pre-trials). People shouldn't be
subject to it...... it's worse than
finals week."
After he graduated from Del
Norte he joined the UNM swim
team where one of ·his fellow
swimmers was Rick Klatt (the
present UNM swim coach). At
that time their coach was John
Mechem. He stayed at UNM for a
year and as a first semester
sophomore in 1974 he went to
South America as a foreign
student and played basketball on
what he called a "dinky team. But
we all had a good time playing."
Now it's 1976, another Olympic
year, Feld said he i!l really
about it." About the Olympic pretrials which will be held in Long
Beach during the middle of June,
Fold said "'I'll have a shot at it."
But before going to Long
Beach it will be a long road,
beginning with the WAC Championships this week. ·

By Ed Greeneir.h
New Mexico's women's gymnastics team claimed second place in
the southern district tournament held Saturday afternoon at Johnson
Gym, An estimated 200 spectators were on hand to see Texas-El Paso
garner the title with a score of 81.21 followed by UNM at 77.95,
Western State College was third with 68,63 and Adams State at 66.09.
The Lobos held a slim lead in the early going but UTEP erased that
deficit in the vaulting and finished strong in the uneven parallel bars
to pull out the victory. New Mexico's single defeat in dual meet competition was at the hands of the same UTEP team.
Ruthie Jarmillo of UTEP took all-around honors with a score of
28.28 and Pam Stehwien of UNM placed second at 27.22 and was the
high individual scorer for UNM. Jarmillo also had the highest individual score in any single event at 8.06.
Head Coach Claudia Thomas wasn't pleased with· the outcome. "I
was disappointed with our showing, our performance was down," she
said. "I was sick the last two weeks and consequently the team
worked less the last couple of weeks than it did all season."
She thought the team did relatively well on the balance beam and in
the floor exercises, but didn't have the strength to stop UTEP. "They
(UTEP) clearly beat us but by narrow margins in many areas.and I
think we will finish strong next week," said Thomas.
The meet was to some extent marred by a lack of professional
judges due to a scheduling mixup. Because of this the tournament had
to use less experienced judges. "There are no professional judges in
New Mexico and we will probably be confronted by the same problem •
next year," Thomas said. "The judging wasn't very good. There were
many discrepancies involving the 1-2-3 alignment."
"Thank God," was Thomas' reaction to the news that her team will
get funds from the physical-educati.on department to ·purchase their
own equipment for next year. During the 1975-76 seasor the team
used the equipment at various local high schqols rotating C' ·y couple
of days.
Both UNM and UTEP advance to the Region Seven cham.,.. ships
in Pue)Jio, Colo. this coming weekend. Region Seven encompasses five
states and will be their final competition of the season.

AN ALTERNATIVE

"ON BEGINNING LENT AGAIN''

(505}2~414

Part of the pain in my life
Is to be found in the faet
That I recognize Lent's meaning.
I recognize within all of life
A deeper meaning which is Christ
In an age which doesn't give
A tinker's damn for Christ.
I want to be the church where I am,
reshape and remold it anew
For an age which thinks it passe.
Herein lies the pain of my life,
That-- knowing Christ's reality -·
I cannot communicate it in ways
which make a big difference
For a large number of people.
I don't want to be big, really,
But I want Christ and his Church
To be recognized as power and life.
In the midst of Lent stands a cross
reminding us of the success of failure
Showing us powerr in powerlessness.
Part of the pain of my life
Is to be found in all of this,
For I fail by my powcrlessnes.s.
The suffering must be worth It.
··by Jay Rochelle
The Revolutionary Year
Fortress Press

VISTA
PEACE CORPS
REPRESENTATIVES ON CAMPUS

THIS WEEK

--Gild

RIVERS
.. ' .. ' . .

SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
AND AN INTERVIEW PACKET

~

Mesa Vista Hall, Room 2130
School of Law, Room 105
College of Nursing
Hours: Monday thru Thursday 10-6, Friday 10- 9, Saturday 10- 5
just East of Yale on Central
ee:to ~.t..al SE S88-4878

in UNM's last home meet of the
season.
Lobo Coach Rusty Mitchell
refused to criticize the judges for
what many felt was an uneven
performance in the parallel bars
and the high bar.
"I'd like to take just one fan
out there and tJJII him 'just

Women Tumblers
Grab Second Place.

David Feld

z

(!)

AFTER GRADUATION •••

Albuq, New Mexico, 87106

MOUNTAINS

UNM Gymnasts Hometowned in Johnson·

ALL-AROUND: 1. Ruthie Jarmillo, UTEP (28.28); 2. Pam Stehwien, UNM (27.22), 3. Grethen Groves, WSC (26.79).
.
VAULTING: h Jarmlllo (7.36); 2. Patty Saville, WSC (7.13); 3.
Debby Elvy, UTEP (7.03).
BALANCE BEAM: 1. Stehwien (6.43); 2. Jacque Taylor, UNM
(6.26); 3. Debby Elvy (6.16); 6. Jane Laflin, UNM (5.66).
FLOOR EXERCISE: 1. Jarmillo (8,06); 2. Luana Blair, WSC (7.86);
3. Stehwien (7.23); 6. Taylor (7.00).
.
UNBALANCED PARALLEL BARS: Becky Parson, UTEP (7.36};
2. Eve Rhinehart, AS (6.96); 3. Jarmillo (6.83): 5. Debbie Chancellor,
UNM (6.76); 6. Stehwien (6.63).

3500 Central S.E.

Starts Saturday, March 6

J

Or stop by the table In the
Student Union

•
'

judge," he said, "It's very difficult to know the difficulties and
all the technical points of gym·
nastics."
UNM trailed 36.15-35 . 75 after
the floor exercise but specialists
John Eberle and Chuck Wa1ter
scored a 9.1 and a 9.4 respectively
in the pommel horse to give the
Lobos a bulge of almost two full
points after that event.
The Tigers gained ground in
the rings as the best UNM could
do was John Bernal's 8.9, but the
.Lobos came right back in the
vaulting behind a great four-deep
performance. Chuck Wiggins
tallied 8.95, to open the event
then Mark Messervey got a 9.25
Steve Ortiz a 9.1 before Perry
Genovese wrapped up with a 9.2,
r~su took the lead back for the
first time in the parallel bars as
Ortiz was the high Lobo with an
8.9. During this event the normally docile New Mexico gym·
nastics fans started sounding
like- Pit basketball fans as they
loudly booed several of the
judges' decisions.
But the fans could do no good
as some of the most inconsistent
scoring of the year was handed
out by normally fine judges J.D.

Baca and Mark Hopkins, Ortiz
stole the show with a 9.45 on the
last performance of the night but
it was too late as LSU beat the
Lobos by almost a full point on
the high bar to take the win.
Ortiz did win the aU-around
though with a mark of 53.10,

l'l
his best home mark of the year. ~
The I,obos' 211.65 was also the <1>
best honw mark oftlw year.
~-
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PETITION DIVORCES arr!lOged by legal clerk
$36 plus filing fcc; Gr'aham, 6077 Bellevue no.102,
Fall Church, VIrginia 22041. 3/12
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ne~ds 9·24 month old babies ror

study on infant play, 271-4209,
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A)llL!'riES, STitENG'rUS, weaknesses
revealed through personal, scientifie handwriting
analysis. Write four sentences & signature on
unllnct.l paper. Sand w/$2.00 & stamped envelope.
M, Curry, 421 l'rinceton Dr, SE, Albuqu. riJUC,
87106. 3/5

Cary Grant
Ingrid Ber groan

~

SrrUPYING,- S'l't!DYING, STUDYING 1 hut
flunking, flunking, flunking-~nll AGOHA. We'll
list!ln 277-301.3. 3/5

Thursday
''Johnny Got
His Gun''

NEJED A RES'r fmm Mom's cooking? Foot long
hot dogs 35 cents, 11·3 Okle's. 3/31
iJAi~py BIRTHDAY GAY! [,,·~1.7
0-:.B:-,-::M-::-n-r-y-:M-::r-lr-:y
und Mnrthu. 3/3
JI.EAP' FOR NED'S Pre-Winter Carnival Party,
tomorrow nite at 8:30p.m. You ain't gonnn wnnna
miss iLl 3/3

2. LOST&FOUND
-·-·~·.

·---.........- -.........
BEAGLE PUPPY, Orange collnr with

-~

LOST:
namu "Ilrn vo" on tng, 266-3728.

Director~Dalton

Trumbo

Friday
&

Saturday·
7 & 9 & 11
THE
NIGHT

PORTER

FURNISHED APARTMENTS from $125 utilities
paid, Walk to UNM, No pets. 400 Maple' SE. 843·
7632. 3/4
ONE llli!DROOM FURNISHED apartment one
block from UNM. $140 month, 268-7614 early mor·
ningor evenings. 3/3

5.

FOR SAI,E: 1973 Chevy LUV pickup, runs good.
Call evenings SarAh 344·8568. 3/8
TWO BJ!lPROOM, PQn, two
Rid gcerost, 268-0398. 3/3

fir~places,

hardwood,

LOST: IMPORTANT NOTEBOOK and clothes.
Left In front. of J.G. Parking lot. Please call 247•
2039, 3/9

a.

SERVICES·
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
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MISCELLANEOUS

.WJLJ., BUY science fiction. paperbacks. Call 296·
8704 aftcr 5 p,m. 3/3

BAND WHO PLAYS Bar nnd club type rock seeks
steady gigs or one nighLers, 266·4453, 3/9
OLD TOWN SHOP wants art on consignment, 11
am-4 pm, 243·1628. 3/9

ASUNM )i)lections Commission meets Wednesday, 5p.m., rm 231-C. SI,JB.
Fiesta Committee meets Wednesday, 4:30p.m.,
rm 253,SUB.
UNM Frisbee OJub meets Thursd;Jy, 7 p.m., rm
150, Johnson Gym. Discussion of Frisbee Tour•
nament.
Mortar Board is selecting new members, If you
think you are eligible for membership and 1\ave
not been contacted through the mail, pick up .11
form from the Dean of Students Office in Mesa
Vista or the Coronado Desk. You must bel! junior'
to apply. Further info call Grccncn, 242-0718.

Applications for residence hall grad and urt·
dergrad staff positions deadline is M11rch 5. Con·
tact Assoc. Pean of Students office, second floor
La Posada,
·_The Student Council for EKceptional Children
will meet Thursday night at 7:30p.m. in SUB Rm
2508-C.
.
.
. '

ASYNM Speakers Committee
presents

ROSSIGND STRATO 102 SKIS 175cms,-great
condition, $30. 271·4285, 3/6

Chris Miller
.

,,._·,~~r.~~::~::/:::\

UNIVERSITY C.HEVRON at University and Cen·
gasoline 51.9. 3/3

trni~Chov.ron

TYPEWRITERS·- Adler Tippn, new. $79 one year
Warranty. Puke City Typewriter, 1325 Snn Mateo
NE, 265·8347. 3/12
PEUGEOT BICYCLES. $129.95. The Bike Shop,
842-9100, Fully guaranteed. 3/6
'
?3 VW BUG, A/C, excellent condition, $2200, 843·
6911. 3/3
.,

FAMOUS
QUIVI~~A BOQ,KSHOP and
Photography Gallery is 1/2 block from Johnson
Gym on Cornell. Special order service. tfn
PASSPORT, I.DENTIFICATION photos, Lowest
prices in town! Fast, pleasing, Near UNM. Call
26().2~44 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfn

I •••••

8.

FRYE DOOTS-Ladics size 8M: $50 (pail.( $65),
Call Dnya 268·0332. 3/5

1911 MAZPA RX-2 sport coupe, 4 sp!!ed, AC,
luggage rack, Michelins. After 6 p.m. 296.•
6969, 3/6

LOST: Inlaid shell pendant on single heishi
strand. Reward. Please cnll242-7228. 3/6

VJSI'r ROSSIA: Leningrad, Petro?abodsk:
Novgorpd, Mos~ow, Odessa; Kiev, Budapest,
Prague. June 9-July 8~Total cost·$1442. fncludcsmcals, trnnsportalion, hotels. $200 deposit. Con·
tact George llarutunian at351·A'0rtega Hall, 277·
.2434, home 298·2229, 3/10

SHARP 65 FOnD Econolinc pick-up, custom sheli,
chrome wheels, 243·2735. 3/3

LOST: S'rELLARIS WATCII, 266·5708, 268·1183,
Dan or Helen. 3/5
FOUND: JACKET in Marron Hall104 2/27, !den·
tlfy & claim Marron Hall131. 3/6

EUROPE (from $289 r.L.) ASIA !from $499 r.t.)
Low cost jet fares all over the world Rnilr>asscs,
etc. I,T,S. (303)443·7584. 2031 Broadw!ly, llouldllr.
Colo. 80302. 3/10

DRESSERS, CHEST OF DRAWERS, vanities,
picsaf!l. antique kitchen cabint:lt, 1\ntiqu!l radio,
rocker which needs work, bed frames, baby hed.
Anything Goes J.,td.1706 CcntraJSE. 3/9

FORSALE

CANON-FT·B camera, 50mm 1.8 $175, Canon·FT
$150, 25().2119. 3/6

•

7 & 9pm
SUB Theatre

3/3

TIRED OF COOKING & cleaning? Live at the
College Inn, hea.ted pool, plenty of parking, maid
service, all you can ~at & we wash tlJC dish11s. 303
Ash NE, 243·2881. 3/12

mJWAHD: SILVER and Turquoise ring lost bet·
ween Chemistry a11d SUD. Leave message for
Pobrn/Pnvid, 277-6101 8-5:00, 3/5

•

-

FORRENT

AND·-N-.E-E~P:::-:ll:-:E~L:-:P':"? :-.:Y-ou--IJ:-a-v-o7fr7"ie-n·

da whq,cMo at llil'thrlgbt. 247·9!!1!}. tin

C1)

C'-i

EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Rca~on!lblc rates. 292·
1285. 3/9

Student production of short plays from off.
Broadway wit! be pr\lsented, for free, March 3 and
5. 4 p.m. in the E>:perimental Theatre (FAC
8417).

7.,. TRAVEL

•

•

.•

•

•

•
Free Daytime Activities.

PRESENTS

.

ah

STEREO DEPT. Closing
75 stereo depart·
ment. Recorders, components, 8·tracks, CB's 40·50
per cent orr, while they last. Quality Stereo, 3105
Central NE, 256·3505. 3/9
1966 FIAT 1500 Convertible 5-speed, AM/FM,
New top, front end and clutch. Good condition
$750 firm. 266·2275. 3/9
OK
...,I__E-'S:--w"7il~l-m-e_e__
t -al:-:-l-a"7d-ve-r--ti:-se-d::-:-ke-g-pr-:i-ce-s...-:.50:-:
free 10oz. plastic' cups with each keg. Spllcinl
prices on three or more kegs. 3/12
COI,OR TV. Drnnd name, big screen. Assume
payments of $7.00 per month. 3105 Central NE,
262-0637. 3/9

Starring
Katherine Hepburn
Wednesday, March 3
lOam, 12noon, 2pm

•
•
•

RECORPS, RARE & HARP to find. The Village
Green, 2227 Lend SE. 1:00-6:00 p.m. Lend & Yale,
Speciali2ein60'srock &roll. 3!9
·
. SINGER MACHINE. Left In layaway. Nol
• claimed. Equipped to buttonhole, zigzag, etc, Pay
$26.00 and take machine. 3105 Central NE, 262·
0637. 3/9
KR._I_S_II_N;...A_IN_D_I_A_IM-P-OR-T-.-.,..G-au_z_e._c""to-th:-:-i-ng-s,

SUB Theatre

•

fabrics, gift spices. 25 per cent off on certain
ifcms, 2920 Ce ntrnl S~, 266·8353. 3/12
?4 MGB Convertible, AM/FM, 22000 milcs.?65·

•

l""""""'"'''"''..''""".."""""""'"""""na •

i"A WOMAN REBELS"!

•

.............................................. •

11_33_,_n_e_bc:-e-::-ca_._3_/3--:::---...-:-~-:--~-=

•

1974 SS NOVA, A/C, steel bllltcd radials, 350
engine, 3 spd. EKccllent condition $2600, 292·1963
_ar_tc_~4_:o_o._3;~5_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sponsored by ASUNM.
and
•
Student Activities

e

•••••••••••

National Lampoon Editor
March 5th, 8:00pm in SUB Ballroom
1'ickets go on sale Monday at Gold Street Circus, Natural Sound II on M~naul & SUB BoK
Office for student discounts
In 1975 the National Lampoon celebrated its firth anniversary, and is alive and well, casting
a satirical eye on everything it writes about. It has no aKe to grind, no pious points of view.
It lives blissfully apart from the world of facts and political reality. A perfect example ls
Chris Miller's program. Encompassing the subjects of humor and comedy, youth and sex, the
college scene, nnd contemporary politics, it's entitled "Toe Sucking in Albania", or "An Even·
ing of Erotic Laughter".
$.75 Students

$2.00 Public

6. EMPLOYMENT
HELl' W ANT.ED. Full or rart time. Above
average income. Bunny's Escorts. 266·7656, 3/9
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